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Figure 1: Basic Shape Structuralizer workflow for a bookshelf design fabrication example. (a) The user inputs a 3Dmeshmodel
into Shape Structuralizer, and (b) quickly generates a rough shape using the wireframe editing tool. (c) After a preliminary
scaffold is obtained, force load and boundary conditions can be added onto vertices via an interface. (c) Then the analysis mod-
ule of Shape Structuralizer takes the design, load and fixture information, and (d) gives a feedback to the user with stress colors
in real-time. (e) Based on the user-selected areas, SS analyzes the stress concentrations to provide the user with suggestions
for improved designs. (f) The user can iteratively improve the design by repeating analysis-suggestion-choice iterations until
a satisfactory result is obtained. (g) The bookshelf is then assembled by the user with metal wires and 3D-printed connectors.
(h) The users can also finally attach panels to the connectors for better aesthetics.
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ABSTRACT
Current Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools lack proper
support for guiding novice users towards designs ready for
fabrication. We propose Shape Structuralizer (SS), an inter-
active design support system that repurposes surface mod-
els into structural constructions using rods and custom 3D-
printed joints. Shape Structuralizer embeds a recommenda-
tion system that computationally supports the user during
design ideation by providing design suggestions on local
refinements of the design. This strategy enables novice users
to choose designs that both satisfy stress constraints as well
as their personal design intent. The interactive guidance
enables users to repurpose existing surface mesh models,
analyze them in-situ for stress and displacement constraints,
add movable joints to increase functionality, and attach a
customized appearance. This also empowers novices to fab-
ricate even complex constructs while ensuring structural
soundness. We validate the Shape Structuralizer tool with a
qualitative user study where we observed that even novice
users were able to generate a large number of structurally
safe designs for fabrication.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of additive manufacturing technology, such
as 3D printing and personal fabrication tools, DIY fabrication
projects have become increasingly popular. However, fabri-
cating large-scale and functionally sound 3D structures re-
quire resources and knowledge that are still not readily avail-
able to everyone, making it the exclusive domain of industry
professionals. Modern computer-aided design (CAD) appli-
cations, sophisticated structural optimization software [36],
and fabrication tools are unsuitable for novice users, yet are
required for defining general-purpose material removal oper-
ations performed by industry-grade mills, lathes, drills, and
CNC machines. The same is true for optimization software.
Meanwhile, current consumer-level 3D design and fabrica-
tion tools are far too simplistic for functional prototypes,

due to low fidelity, lack of precision, and a lack of integrated
optimization strategies to guide design.

To close this gap, we present Shape Structuralizer, an
end-to-end system that allows novice users to design, ana-
lyze, and fabricate functional load-bearing structures with
minimal expertise. Unlike traditional tools, Shape Struct-
uralizer employs in-situ finite element analysis (FEA) [14],
similar to other current design-for-fabrication tools (e.g.,
TrussFab [21] and FrameFab [17]), but also extends the func-
tionality to help the user locally refine the structures based
on their design intent. To the best of our knowledge, our sys-
tem is the first to incorporate algorithmic analysis of stress
distribution within a design-recommendation tool. This ap-
proach curbs the need for the user to be trained in structural
design by automatically analyzing the current 3D design and
providing a ranked list of alternatives for concrete changes
that will make the design more structurally safe. Change
alternatives are ranked based on how they affect the degree
of structural reinforcement and the cost of production. We
do not automate these changes to preserve the user’s agency
in personalizing the product based on their design intent and
needs, such as locations where they want to refine the struc-
ture, control the degree of increase in complexity, modify
the visual appearance, specify the load-bearing capability, or
cap the cost of production.

Our work is motivated by a lack of design tools for struc-
tural, large-scale, affordable, and rapid fabrication that are
accessible to users without special training. In the design
process, it is well known that design tools both enable as
well as constrain our knowledge and actions [7]. A cul-
mination of advances in both software and hardware has
brought novice users closer to full 3D modeling. However,
the gap between design and fabrication still requires design
tools that are aware of the limitations in fabrication. We
contend that with the development of narrow-scope design
tools (e.g. [8, 10, 23, 24, 34, 39, 43]) such as ours, users can
come even closer to fast structural fabrication of larger con-
structions, thus letting us democratize processes supporting
design-through-fabrication.
In this work, we lower the expertise barrier for users to

design and fabricate personalized constructs. We go beyond
just supporting the shape of the design to also support in-situ
intuitive analysis, influencing the user towards feasible and
structural designs that can be fabricated, even ones capable
of motion at user-defined locations. Our vision is to empower
users without special training to explore the feasible design
space while satisfying the user’s requirements, i.e., personal-
ized appearance, structural soundness, and movable joints
providing added functionality.
To validate Shape Structuralizer, we performed a qualita-

tive user study involving two groups of self identified novice
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designers, with six designers to each group: one group cre-
ated designs manually, while the other had access to the
design recommendation engine. In our study, we exposed
participants to a variety of use cases that demonstrate dif-
ferent capabilities of Shape Structuralizer, such as scalability
(Fig. 9), ability to bear load, fidelity (Fig. 11), and articulation
of joints (Fig. 8). Our results show that the group with access
to the recommendation engine was able to arrive at safer
designs faster as well as iterate through a larger number of
designs than the group who had no such access.

The primary contribution of SS is the addition of a recom-
mendation system that guides a novice user to make sound
structures while preserving their personal design intent. In
other words, involving a human in the loop in tandem with
the recommendation-based ranking is a primary aspect of
the system. It is this hybrid nature that enables efficient ex-
ploration of the design space [6] for a 3D model. A fully
manual system would require FEA expertise on behalf of
the user, whereas a fully automatic one would eliminate the
user’s personal agency. The contributions of our work are
the following:

(1) A novel design-recommendation algorithm that en-
ables a novice user to ideate among a variety of design
solutions by analyzing a scaffold structure.

(2) An end-to-end system for novice users, encompassing
the work-flow of design, analyze, refine (based on rec-
ommendations), and fabricate functional load-bearing
structures with minimal expertise.

(3) A human-in-the-loop based design space exploration
system, that guides a novice user to make sound struc-
tures while preserving their personal design intent,
which we validate with a user study.

2 RELATEDWORK
Shape Structuralizer leverages, inspires, and builds upon a
recent body of work in the fabrication area. Here we review
the literature in these areas.

Functional Design and Fabrication
Design and optimization of space structures have a rich his-
tory for automated design [13], and for design of elegant
structures with relatively simple manufacturing processes
for bikes, cars, airplanes, and architectural structures [15].
However, in spite of such a rich history, these methods are
inaccessible for common people, especially they do not offer
a fully connected package that includes design, analysis and
fabrication. Zehnder et al. [41] define the system as a glob-
ally coupled energy-minimization problem, discretized with
piecewise linear curves that are optimized in the paramet-
ric space of a smooth surface. They implement a structural
analysis tool that uses eigenanalysis to identify potentially

large deformations between geodesically-close curves and
guide the user in strengthening the corresponding regions
Additionally, they propose 3D printing the structure, thereby
imposing print volume restrictions.

Pteromys [39] offers a new work-flow for design and fab-
rication of optimized glider designs by novice users. Based
on this compact aerodynamics model, the design tool sup-
ports user-created wing configurations interactively opti-
mized to maximize flightability. StrutModeling [22], allows
novice users to prototype 3D models by assembling struts
and hub primitives in physical space. The individual struts
can be adjusted in length and the angles can be varied by
the user using a microcontroller. However, the system has
limitations in the maximum length of a strut (170 mm), angle
(49.8 degrees), scalability, lacks any means of validating the
user’s design, and is restricted to only wireframe structures
(no panels). TrussFab [21] uses bottles as members and 3D
printed connectors for making unit shapes which are then
multiplied to obtain large scale structures carrying signifi-
cant loads, such as human weight. In previous work, the user
is expected to understand the FEA results and enhance the
model based on their experience and expertise. SS, with its
recommendation mechanism, eliminates the need for such
expertise. Simply put, the difference between SS and existing
approaches (such as TrussFab) is that while previous work in
this area lets the user know “where” to reinforce a structure,
SS also suggests “how” to reinforce the structure.

Mixed 3D Fabrication
FrameFab [17] fabricates frame structures using a 6-axis
KUKA robotic arm with a customized extrusion head ca-
pable of printing self-supporting nodes. Several interactive
fabrication strategies offer interactive printing, fast fabri-
cation, and designing while printing. WirePrint [25] prints
low fidelity wireframe previews using current 3D printing
technology. While their method allows for rapid prototyp-
ing, the approach is not viable for creating stable functional
prototypes. Other works focus on introducing intermediate
low-fidelity fabrication into the traditional high-fidelity but
slow 3D printing process, such as printing Wireframe mesh
of an object, and substituting sub-volumes of an object with
standard Lego blocks [26], or laser cut acrylic panels [5]. A
comprehensive review of many such approaches have been
provided by Baudisch and Mueller [4]. WireFab [23] sup-
ports the designing of such mixed modality (wire bending
and laser-cutting) structures in greater detail while taking
advantages of 3D-printed joints. The focus of their work
is mainly on aesthetic appearance rather than structural-
ity. Also WireFab deals with wire bending, which requires
special equipment for fabrication.
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Fabrication-Aware Shape Design
Traditionally, the lack of fabrication knowledge and struc-
turality during design phase results in a number of iterations
among the experts in manufacturing and design, even result-
ing in courses on design for manufacturability. Much of the
recent research in fabrication considers manufacturability of
the resulting structures during the design stage [31, 40, 42,
43]. In the present design to fabrication process, fabrication
of the structure is fairly simple involving use of structural
members and joining them to the 3D printed joints. The joint
designs are optimized for connectivity and 3D printing. We
avoid much of the traditional fabrication problems since we
limit it to the joint design

In-Situ Analysis and Validation in Design
FEA is conventionally used to validate the design by an
expert, which usually is not the designer. The design and
analysis iteration are separate processes, consume time, and
require expertise in both design and analysis, which is a
barrier for novice users. Moreover, FEA is predominantly
implemented later in the design stage, as it requires high
computational power and expertises. Therefore, it is usually
ignored during the early design stage. Researchers have at-
tempted to make analysis tools available to novice users in
the early design stage, such as FEASY [27], STRAT [29], and
2DSketchFEA [18] leverage 2D sketch interface to enable an
analysis in early design stage. Alternately, Shape Structur-
alizer targets the context of 3D fabrication at design time,
which is a more challenging problem.

Other researchers study interactive FEA methods [2, 3,
9]. Their perspective differs from ours as they focus on
the computational method for FEA rather than the inter-
active tools for fabrication. Recent work [32] describes a
fast interpolation-based FEA method for design space explo-
ration. A 3D design is parameterized and FEA is precomputed
on it. Then, users can iteratively adjust the shape of the de-
sign and the analysis results will be updated automatically.
This tool is mainly for exploring design space and requires a
parameterized template and a precomputed FEA, which is
different from our context. A similar work for 3D computa-
tional fluid dynamics simulation was explored by Umetani
and Bickel [38].

3 OVERVIEW
Shape Structuralizer enables users to generate structurally-
sound scaffolding constructions from existing 3D models
with articulating joints. Our computational design platform
workflow unfolds as follows: the user (a) inputs an existing
3D mesh model, (b) decides the scale for the construct (di-
ameter of the rod used and corresponding connector size
is generated), (c) chooses to either automatically generate

or interactively define scaffolding structures, (d) performs
an in-situ structurality analysis, and (e) edits the scaffolding
structures based on a novel recommendation system. Steps
(d) and (e) can be iteratively run multiple times until the
resultant scaffolding structure simultaneously satisfies both
the user’s aesthetic and structurality requirements. Users
can edit the scaffolding system by either changing the shape
of the scaffolding structure or adding/deleting vertices and
edges of the scaffolded structure. Below we discuss each
parts of this interactive pipeline in detail.

4 COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN FRAMEWORK
A scaffolded structure modeled from a mesh model consists
of “edges,” which are straight metal wires linked together by
means of 3D printed connectors (“vertices”). Our geometric
modeling tool allows the user to efficiently define and edit
vertices and edges through simple and direct interactions.

Figure 2: For two neighboring cross-sections, independent
parameterizations in different local coordinates systems
lead to correspondence of vertices with large twisting (a). By
aligning the local coordinates of two cross-sections and re-
parameterizing the two cross-sections, the correspondence
of vertices show small twisting (b).

Cross-Section Creation and Editing. To quickly obtain a rough
scaffolding shape, planar cross-section extraction tool is pro-
vided by our platform. A plane specified by user’s stroke is
used to cut the 3D mesh model and a resultant cross-section
contour curve is obtained. Contour curves are chosen for
generating scaffolds as they efficiently capture the input
model’s shape. The generated contour curves cannot directly
be used to form the scaffolding structure as the unnecessary
shape details will cause difficulties during fabrication. Thus,
a curve approximation is performed to simplify a contour
curve while ensuring that the simplified curve approximates
its original shape. For each contour curve consisting of M
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points and having total length L, an arc length parameteri-
zation is conducted [12] to map all the points onto a circle
centered at original with ρ = 2π

L as radius, and then N points
are uniformly sampled in parametric domain (N≪M). In all
the tests, the value ofN has been set to 4 or 8, which balances
the shape approximation and complexity for fabrication and
assembly appropriately.

Rather than creating individual cross-sections and linking
them manually, we use an automatic cross-section linking
function to connect two neighboring cross-sections to form
a frustum structure. When the user interactively defines a
cross-sectionCi , the tool automatically detects its previously
created cross-sectionCi−1, and linksCi andCi−1 at the corre-
sponding vertices. For each vertexVCij onCi , a corresponding
vertex VCi−1j on Ci−1 is the one with the same parameter. As
the parameterizations of Ci and Ci−1 are independent, the
corresponding vertices have multiple solutions. To form a
frustum structure, it is desired that the corresponding two
vertices have minimal twisting. Therefore, an optimization
algorithm is implemented to identify the correspondence
of vertices with the least twisting. First, local coordinates
systems are established on each contour curve, and the arc-
length parameterizations are conducted on each contour
independently. Then all the local coordinate systems of a
contour are aligned to a reference coordinate system by com-
puting a minimum rotation from all other local coordinate
systems to the reference one, and then the parameteriza-
tion is recomputed. Finally, the cross-sections are uniformly
sampled in a parametric domain and the corresponding ver-
tices are linked together to form a frustum structure. The
reference coordinates system could be either fixed to the
first cross-section, or updated to the previous cross-section.
In our experiments, we observed that fixing the reference
cross-section to the first one generates less twisting in most
cases.

Auto-Scaffolding. An auto-scaffolding tool is provided to the
user for automatically generating an initial scaffolding struc-
ture. The user can keep on editing the initial structure using
other interactive tools until it is satisfactory. Following Gar-
land and Heckbert [16], our auto-scaffolding allows the user
to specify a target vertex number (usually much smaller than
the number of vertex of the original model), and control the
shape approximation of the simplified structure to the origi-
nal model by minimizing the quadric error metrics. We also
enforce two fabrication restrictions in the auto-scaffolding:
1) the wire length cannot be smaller than 3 cm, 2) and the
angle between two wires cannot be less than 35 degrees.
Fig. 4 shows a result generated by the auto-scaffolding tool
on the dog head model. Together with the interactive tools,
the user are able to generate the customized wire structures
efficiently.

Figure 3: Widget-based interface tool to edit the shape of
a selected cross-section. The red and green markers indi-
cate rotating the cutting plane to generate different contour
curves, while the blue one is used for adjusting the param-
eterization of the cross-section on the same contour curves.
The yellow sphere is the center of the widget and is used for
translation.

Editing. If the initial cross-section is not satisfactory, awidget-
based tool (Fig. 3) can be used to manipulate the shape of the
cross-section as the user desires. The two widgets perpendic-
ular to the cutting plane can be used to adjust the orientation
of the cutting plane for different contour curves. The newly
generated contour curves are simplified to cross-sections in
real time and the twisting minimization is also enforced here.
The other widget on the cutting plane does not change the
contour curves. Instead, when the user rotates the widget,
the contour curve will be rotated in the parametric domain
and a re-parameterization will be conducted as well. The
positions of vertices on the cross-section will be updated
accordingly. The user can also translate the cutting plane by
selecting and dragging the sphere centered in the widgets.

Figure 4: A dog head model scaffolded using Shape Struc-
turalizer’s auto-scaffolding tool (left to middle). More de-
tailed shapes can be obtained by creating/deleting vertices
and edges (right).
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Vertex Edge Creation and Deletion. Cross-section creation
and editing tools enable the user to create a roughly scaf-
folded structure efficiently. This tool limits the user’s ability
to generating frustum-like structures. To enhance the ability
of modeling other shapes, we also provide the user a set
of less-efficient but more flexible interactive tools to create
vertices on the surface of the model and link two vertices to
create an edge. Users additionally have the option to delete
vertices or edges. These tools provide the user the ability to
define and manipulate basic elements of the scaffold struc-
tures. We expect the user use these tools to create detailed
shapes after defining a rough shape using cross-section based
tools or the auto-scaffolding tool (Fig. 4).

Structural Analysis
Most objects in everyday life require load bearing. Hence,
in order to facilitate users to produce personalized scaffolds
that are also load-bearing, our software embeds a tool that
provides feedback and displays a dashboard with the ele-
ments that are most likely to fail. Thus, the user are capable
of taking informed decisions to modify the design.

Supporting User Decision during Design. We scaffold struc-
tural stability by incorporating an on-demand, user-driven
Finite Element-based Analysis (FEA) during the user’ s de-
sign. We choose a mechanics-based FEA model by treating
each member as a spatial frame element. A frame element
is a superposition of a beam and truss element. Hence, the
analysis can handle bending moments, transverse, and axial
loads [19] [20]. Shape Structuralizer handles the analysis on
its own and does not depend on any external FEA engine,
which allows providing real-time feedback. Additionally, the
analysis module within our control provides greater flexi-
bility to control visualization for designing visual feedback
and reduces the cognitive load on users while building an
end-to-end application.

Interactive Tools for Structural Analysis. The user interaction
capabilities support tools to add loads and boundary condi-
tions (BCs) through simple interactions using a widget-based
interface. Users can define and modify both the direction and
magnitude of the forces applied on selected vertices using a
widget-based interface. To ease the task of setting BCs for
novice users, they can simply select the nodes that are in
contact with the ground. The degrees of freedom appropri-
ate for the context are automatically constrained. Within
this context, users no longer require knowledge of the FEA-
based degree-of-freedom boundary conditions. The more
experienced users are also given the additional ability to
modify these preset constraints to represent a more accurate
boundary condition for special cases. Currently, the loading
is limited to the connectors. Even if personalized panels us-
ing cardboard are implemented, the loading from the panels

is transferred to the underlying connectors. Therefore, loads
have been reduced into point loads at each of the connector
nodes. Here, an implicit assumption is that the load is not
shared by the panels and results in a conservative design
scenario.
We have validated solutions from Shape Structuralizer

against the standard numerical solver Abaqus [1] under the
same external conditions. We observed high consistency
across results.

5 RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM
After a preliminary structural analysis of the design through
FEA, we compute and display to users the stress at each ver-
tex through red-blue color codes (red for high stress, blue for
low). According to continuummechanics, the creation of con-
tinuity near regions of high stresses reinforces the structure.
Therefore, in design practice, regions of high stress are usu-
ally refined to reinforce the structure. A simple and effective
way to reinforce wire structure is to add more vertices and
more edges around high stress regions. Determining where
the vertices should be located relies on structure analysis
expertise, which is not present in novice users. Furthermore,
there are fabrication constraints on the newly added vertices,
which brings more difficulty to novice users. The recommen-
dation system assists novice users to reinforce their design
by automatically suggesting different refinement strategies,
ranking these strategies based on stress, and enforcing the
fabrication requirement.

Subsection Analysis
Our subsection analysis method is inspired by a well-studied
FEA modeling technique called sub-modeling [30]. Sub mod-
eling, proposed in the 1970s, refines the mesh density of the
region of interest and performs analysis only in the refined
region, in order to save computational power and achieve
high computational efficiency. The mesh becomes denser in
the region of interest, and the boundary conditions from the
former coarse analysis are inherited. Borrowing the idea of
the localized refinement and analysis, our subsection analy-
sis will be performed in a single user-specified region. With
the color displayed at each vertex on the initial structure
(see Fig. 5 (a)), the user is able to select vertices with large
stress values. Then, the selected vertex and its neighboring
regions are defined as region of interest for the following
analysis. In order to achieve high performance with interac-
tive feedback, we only include the selected vertex Vi , and
its two neighboring vertices Vj and Vk with largest stress
values among Vi ’s neighbors (shown in Fig. 5 (a)).
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Refinement and Stress-aware Ranking
The selected region of interest introduces an essential ques-
tion: What changes are required to improve load carry-
ing capability? One approach is the topology optimiza-
tion (TO) method [33], which generates an optimal struc-
ture based on the given boundary conditions. However, TO
method is heavily time consuming and fails to achieve real-
time performance. Conversely, an optimal solution is not
always necessary for the given system since design is often
open-ended due to a variety of objective functions and solu-
tions. Therefore, rather than generating an optimal structure,
a few refinement strategies are employed based on experi-
enced designers’ heuristics to explore the possible design
space. Specifically, three strategies are adopted.

Type1: Inserting one vertex Vi j between Vi and Vj , and
another vertex Vik between Vi and Vk . Adding vertex Vc
at the intersection of line Vi jVk and line VikVj , and link
VcVi , VcVj , VcVk , VcVi j , and VcVik accordingly, in order
to fulfill fabrication constraints (see top of Fig.5 (b)).

Type2: Inserting one vertexVc at the centroid of∆ViVjVk ,
and link VcVi (see middle of Fig. 5 (b)).

Type3: Simply link the mid point of ViVj and the mid
point of ViVk (see bottom of Fig. 5 (b)).
For Type1 refinement, the position of the Vi j is deter-

mined by this equation Vi j = Vi + α(Vj − Vi ). The value of
α is computed through Sj

Sj+Si
, where Si and S j are the stress

values on Vi and Vj . By using this ratio, Vi j will be inserted
at close proximity to the vertex with higher stress. This reit-
erates the principle of reinforcing the locations with higher
stress concentration for better stress dispersion.

The three refined sub-structures are analyzed and ranked
according to the average stress on them. Again, the sub-
section analysis ensures computational efficiency and pro-
vides real-time feedback. This analysis-refinement process is
iteratively performed by users until one of two conditions is
achieved: 1) no nodal stresses are greater than the yield stress
of the material; or 2) the distance between two neighboring
nodes is less than 3 cm, as it introduces complexity during
construction. There might be a case where a system fails to
reach safety even after multiple refinements and might exit
from the iterative loop upon hitting the second constraint. It
is noted that this case might not be due to the limitation of
the system itself, but rather due to the limiting factor of the
nature of the material and loading conditions.

All three reinforcement strategies utilize the triangle prin-
ciple, which states “a triangle loaded at its corners is the
most efficient 2D structure” [35]. Stress flows from a region
of high to lower stress concentration. The SS strategies are all
based on allowing more pathways between two such regions,
which improves stress distribution and rigidity.

Figure 5: TheUsers select a vertex Vi , andVi ’s two neighbors
Vj and Vk with highest stress are retrieved by our system (a).
The three types of refinement strategies are shown in (b).

Figure 6: Ranking algorithm results. Ranking algorithm val-
idated by minimum deformation.

Nodes Matrix Size Using SSA (secs) Without SSA (secs)

8 2,304 0.021 0.033
27 26,244 0.234 0.421
64 147,456 1.314 3.380
125 562,500 4.822 10.610

Table 1: Computation time with and without sub-section
analysis (SSA).

Validation
The above image shows the different rates of deformations
experienced by a subsection of a book case, as suggested and
predicted by our ranking algorithm. The deformations in the
real world (Fig. 7) are small, hence not visible without special-
ized equipment to measure them. The deformations from the
model (Fig. 6) have been uniformly scaled for exaggeration
purpose.

Table 1 describes the computation time comparison with
and without sub-section analysis. Sub-section analysis leads
to reduced time in computation, which in turn leads to a
better user experience.
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Figure 7: Fabrication of the physical bookshelf previously
analyzed. We leveraged the capabilities of the recommenda-
tion tool in creating this bookshelf.

Figure 8: From left to right, there are three types of connec-
tors: a) magnet panel connector b) basic connectors, c) panel
connectors for wires and attaching 3D printed panels. Fig d)
to g) shows the different types of articulating joints.

Connector Design
Rod-Element Connection. The Connector design features two
main components. The central component, a sphere, is used
to connect multiple hollow cylindrical geometries which
house the rod element. These cylindrical components have
an internal step that allows for a transition fit .
The fabrication of the connectors was performed using

MOJO Desktop printer [37] (FDM Printer) by Stratasys. It
should be noted that fabrication by 3D printing (ABS) has
several drawbacks with respect to accuracy. As mentioned by

Dimitrov et al. [11], the factors for the loss in accuracy can
be attributed to nature of material used, nominal dimensions,
build orientation, geometric features and their topology, wall
thickness, post treatment procedures, and infiltrating agent.
Therefore, several iterations were performed with the same
printer until the connector maintained a transition fit with
the wire element.

Panel-Wire Element Connection. Personalization with respect
to appearance in shape structuralizer is enhanced by control-
ling the fidelity of the wire frame model. The user has the
option to select a low fidelity model which only consists of
wire elements and the connectors. Additionally, for a higher
level of detail, the user may decide to add appearance using
cardboard as panels.

Articulation Joints Connection. Shape Structuralizer addition-
ally gives the user a library of movable joints to add to their
scaffolded construct. Primarily, the joints provide the user’ s
model additional degrees of freedom increasing the function-
ality of their structure.

The users were provided with a ball and socket-joint con-
nector that gave the user three rotational degrees of freedom
to certain parts of their scaffolded structure. This setup al-
lowed the user to generate scaffold structures capable of
rotating and tilting motions. A hinge joint can be imple-
mented by the users to provide a single degree of freedom by
providing motion in one plane. Such component empowers
the scaffolded structure to tilt without rotation. The bearing
joint also provides only a single degree of freedom, rota-
tion, about any one axis. The user could incorporate rotating
mechanisms without tilting using this joint.

Scalability of Connectors. Shape Structuralizer allowed the
user to decide the scale of their construct. They were able
to choose between a range of rod diameters. In our work,
we have showcased two different dimensions of 3.175 mm
and 8 mm diameter rods. However, the software is capable
of generating a variety of connectors to accommodate differ-
ent rod diameters. Using larger diameter rods improves the
structural properties of the system. It allows the model to
handle more stress and empowers the user to create larger
structures. Additionally, the user may choose to combine the
smaller and larger scale modes to create large structures for
the main body using larger connectors and add detail using
the smaller connectors for certain sections of the model.

Fabrication and Assembly Guidance. Upon completing a sat-
isfactory scaffolded structure, the user interface provided
capabilities to save the wireframe files. The interface allotted
the user to generate the STL files for the connector, which
are rendered using OpenSCAD [28], with the help of scripts
generated by Shape Structuralizer. Then, it was printed using
standard 3D printers. To ease the assembly process, Shape
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Figure 9: a) Shape Structuralizer allows users to use metal
wires or rods with a diameter ranging from 3.175 mm to
15.84mm. b) SS displays indices of both connector and wires
as a reference for the user to assemble them. The corre-
sponding indices are also embossed on connectors, and at-
tached on wires.

Structuralizer displays the connector and wire index on the
interface. Also, it generates a wire length file that lists wire in-
dices and their corresponding lengths. The connectors were
also numbered to assist the user during assembly.

Figure 10: A bookshelf successfully takes loads of several
books, and has a movable door enable by articulating joints.

6 EVALUATION
We have evaluated the functional performance, and con-
ducted a qualitative user study of Shape Structuralizer.

Figure 11: Prototype results generated by Shape Structurali-
zer (left to right): (a) an airplane (1, 270×1, 270mm), (b) dump
truck, (c) 3D shark card holder, (d) hand 3Dmodel withmov-
able joints, (e) and a WallE designed with movable joints,
and fabricated in 1:1 size at 900 mm.

Figure 12: This cube with 8 mm rods can bear up to 2046 N.

Use Cases
Here, in order to validate each Shape Structuralizer capa-
bility, including scalability, ability to bear load, fidelity, and
articulation of joints, we demonstrate several examples of
corresponding physical structures.

Scalability. Shape Structuralizer supports design and fabri-
cation of objects in various scales. The family of connectors
allows the use of wires and rods with different diameters
(from 3.175 mm to 15.84 mm); therefore, smaller objects, such
as a hand, and larger objects, such as WallE can be designed
and fabricated using our system.

Fidelity. The modeling capability of our system enables the
design of high fidelity shapes. As shown in Fig. 11 (b), the
key geometric features of the dog model (Fig. 4) and the
shark model (Fig. 11) are well-captured by the users using
our modeling tools. Also, users have complete control on
the level of fidelity by manipulating the position of points
interactively.

Load-Bearing Ability. Shape Structuralizer’s recommenda-
tion engine substantially improves the structurality of the ob-
jects. As shown in Fig. 12, a cube structure with a length of a
foot per each side ismodeled through the design-optimization
iterations. The fabricated structure was able to handle 430
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lbs (Red = 55 lbs, Blue = 45 lbs), and collapsed upon further
addition of weight. This calculation concurs with the results
of our tool. Thus, the tool can produce models sustainable
against heavy loads and has the potential to develop person-
alized furniture.

Articulation of Joints. Shape Structuralizer supports addi-
tional functionalities by allowing users to interactively spec-
ify articulation joints. Different joints with degree-of-freedoms
are added onto the designed shapes, including the hinge
joints for bookshelf, airplane, shark and WallE, the rotary
joints for the dump truck, and the ball joints for the hand.
The interaction tool and the family of articulation joints
enables novice users to design and fabricate objects with
motion functionalities.

User Study
We evaluated the utility and user experience of Shape Struc-
turalizer through a qualitative user study.

Figure 13: Sample structures created from the user study.

We recruited a total of 12 participants for the study. The
users selected for the study were self-identified as novices
in the field of design and fabrication, and none of them had
any prior experience in using this system. The users where
split into two groups. Group 1 was a control group with no
access to the recommendation tool, whereas Group 2 has
full access to SS’s recommendation engine.
The users were first given a tutorial of the interface and

were allowed to accustom themselves to the software pack-
age. Then, they were given a physical copy of a connector
and the wire element that they would be using through-
out the study. Each user was tasked with scaffolding and
re-purposing two models: (1) a cube of dimensions 15x15x15
cm3, and (2) a surface model of a functional object such as a
book-shelf or table or a chair. Additionally, to provide spatial
cognition, they were provided with a measuring tape, the
weight that they would be using during the course of the
study, a physical sample of a wire frame geometry, and a 2D
diagram of the user study model for details regarding the
various dimensions.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we discuss our findings in more detail.

Study Results
Overall our results show that, Group 2—who had access to
the full SS interface—were able to construct structurally safe
and load-bearing designs much faster than Group 1, who
could only use basic 3Dmodeling functionality. What’s more,
Group 1 also generated a much larger number of designs
throughout this process. This, in particular, is a significant
finding given that high-volume ideation is known to be cor-
related with high quality of the final design.

The users were first tasked with scaffolding a cube surface
and were tasked to design it such that it can carry approxi-
mately 2 books (6 kg). This was done to make all the users
familiar with the UI. It was observed that the time taken by
the user to complete this part of the study ranged between 4
to 6 mins. All users where able to achieve a structure capable
of handling the load of 6 kg.
Subsequently, they were given the task of scaffolding ei-

ther a table, chair, or a bookshelf. In each case they were
given constraints on the load that each system would take
6 kg. The range of time taken by the individuals in Group
1 without the recommendation tool ranged between 15 to
35 min, with multiple iterations, except one exception who
completed the task in 11 min. The most noteworthy obser-
vation with Group 2 was that all designers completed their
goal in under 10 min. The max time was recorded for this
group was 9.42 min. Every user in Group 2 made use of the
recommendation system.

The difference in time between the users can be attributed
to the fact that the recommendation tool effectively reduces
the time taken for cognitive processing for structural refine-
ment. Furthermore, the recommendation tool directly creates
the nodes and its corresponding elements with a single click
of a button. This functionality saved precious time otherwise
spent in manually creating nodes and elements by the con-
trol group. Finally, it was to be noted that all the users who
took part in the study where able to achieve their target by
creating a structure that could handle the required load.

It was noted that, in some cases, the users were so focused
on the functional attribute of the design, that they neglected
the appearance of the object being designed. We speculate
that this arose due to increased cognitive load on the user
as their focus shifts from focusing on the personalization
and appearance and more towards satisfying the functional
requirements. The reinforcing ideology used by the users
relied on the designs they had observed in everyday life, such
as trusses from bridges or mesh pattern in shopping carts.
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Limitations
In our current implementation, all the wire elements were
hand-cut, which lead to dimensional inaccuracies that stacked.
Coupled with 3D printing inconsistencies, this lead to an un-
even stress flow in the final assemblies. To address this issue,
we can also incorporate dimensionality variation and assem-
bly feedback, to incorporate such variations into tolerances
of individually fabricated components.
Based on informal feedback during our experiment, we

learnt that significant user interface improvements could be
made. Unobtrusively providing design recommendations in
an interactive interface is a challenging proposition, and one
we could do better.

SS is limited to bear tensile load, but the kind of load (ten-
sile or compressive) will not diminish the user’s experience
to design better structures based on the recommendation sys-
tem, as the design principles behind both remain the same.

There are a few fabrication limitations such as: (a) the size
of any two nodes must be greater than 3 cm, and (b) the
angle between two wire elements must be greater than 35
degrees for ease of assembly. New nodes cannot be created
that violate these two constraints.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented Shape Structuralizer, an end-to-end com-
putational design tool that is capable of design, analysis,
iterative recommendation-based refinement, and fabrication
of functional load-bearing structures with minimal exper-
tise. We developed a powerful set of user-driven design and
editing tools for fabricating structurally sound scaffolds. We
also provide a novel design recommendation system that
has been proven to enhance the design capability of novice
users. As evidenced by the simulation and fabrication of de-
sign through our system, wire-scaffolds are well suited to
represent a large array of functional real-world objects.
In the future, we plan to improve UI functionalities by

adding symmetric creation tools, and tools to create interior
vertices. In our use cases, cardboard panels are attached
onto the scaffolding structure. 3D printed panels can also
be generated and attached to the scaffolded structure for
higher aesthetic capability. Additionally support for tensile
loads can be accommodated by modifying the connector
design such as adding threads to the connectors or a locking
features.
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